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The focus of the Union’s Executive Committee (EC) for the last year has 

been on preparing for negotiations with the Employer for our second collective 

bargaining agreement and membership engagement. Since Mr Larry Gagnon 

was assigned to our contract as Chief Negotiator by the PSAC, the EC has been 

working with him to develop a picture of where the contract is now and in what 

direction it needs to go. Additionally, he and I met several times individually to 

discuss negotiation priorities and, more importantly, the reasons for them. 

The bulk of our knowledge of the negotiation priorities grew from three 

main sources: direct survey of the membership via the new http://ugsw.ca 

website; the current collective agreement’s wording; and direct and indirect 

observation of the agreement as implemented. 

The survey was held on our website and was announced to the 

membership via email messages. It was designed by Ms Meghann Bruce, Chief 

Steward, and implemented by Mr Sina Adhamkhiabani, 1st VP. The results of 

the survey were compiled into a report by Mr Adhamkhiabani and distributed 

to the Executive Committee and Mr Gagnon. 

In addition to the negotiations preparations I attended several labour-

related training sessions. The Canadian Association of University Teachers 

hosted most of the EC at a training session in Moncton for a bargaining 

workshop. I also served the Fredericton & District Labour Council as an 

Education Officer by coordinating a pair of training sessions that were made 

possible by the support and expertise of the New Brunswick branch of the 

Canadian Labour Council. 

Regarding the membership engagement priority, the website saw a 

significant amount of redesign work, thanks to the efforts of the indefatigable 

Mr Adhamkhiabani. Additionally, the EC committed to being available in-person 

to the membership. During the Fall 2012 term the Grad House had an EC 

member every Friday afternoon. That became personally expensive; therefore, 

the Winter 2013 term saw the EC change venue to the UGSW office in the 



Alumni Memorial Building with an expanded availability to the lunch hour, 

Monday – Friday. Several members have taken advantage of these 

availabilities, stopping in to discuss issues of their concern. The office hours 

were stopped during the Summer Break. 

Also during the summer break the union was notified of the Employer’s 

intention to relocate our office with very little warning. The basement of the 

Alumni Memorial Building was going to see its asbestos removed and our office 

space repurposed. The initially proposed location of an office on the second 

floor of the McLeod Building on Montgomery Street was rejected thanks to the 

wherewithal of UGSW Treasurer Greg Ericson for recognizing that it violated 

the collective bargaining agreement’s requirement that our office be “centrally 

located on the Fredericton campus”. 

After extensive meetings with several of the Employer’s representatives, 

a temporary location (a conference room in McConnell Hall) was found that 

would suit us for the time being. The ultimate location will be a space shared 

with another organization in Marshall d’Avary Hall. 

Going forward there are three main points that might be the most 

beneficial for the Union to focus on: memorializing in writing an updated 

Service Agreement with the PSAC that recognizes the union’s right to monies 

otherwise kept by the Regional office PSAC, continue efforts at engaging the 

membership in new ways, and commence negotiations with the Employer for a 

new collective bargaining agreement. 

Thank you for the opportunity to serve. 
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